
“Eternity is Now in Session” Reading this Week (6/30 – 7/7): Interlude 

6/30/19 ETERNITY IS NOW IN SESSION 5 – FOREIGNERS AND SOJOURNERS 

Who doesn’t love a good journey story? Experts in the field, based on the findings of Carl Jung, make the case 

that there are really only seven kinds of human stories, and no less than five constitute some kind of journey: 

the quest, the rebirth, the voyage and return home, the rise from rags to riches, and the overcoming of a big 

hurdle or foe. The reason we love these journey stories is that they follows what Aristotle called “narrative 

logic”: 1) you cannot predict what comes next, so you’re constantly surprised and your attention is held, and 

2) they only make sense and the pieces only form a meaningful whole looking backward, never looking 

forward into the unknown.  

The journey metaphor is one major way scripture describes the life of faith. For example, the two words in 

bold face font in the following verse, both of which are used fairly often in the New Testament, convey 

movement or mobility: “My beloved brothers and sisters, I urge you as foreigners and sojourners to abstain 

from instinctive desires of your flesh that wage war against the soul.” (1st Peter 2.11) 

Foreigners (Aliens/Strangers): The connotation is that, as a Christian, you don’t feel at home in the world, nor 

even in your own skin to a certain degree (the 2nd half of the verse above makes that clear). Your indigenous 

culture is Christ’s Kingdom, not the place you live; St. Paul makes this point ever so directly in Phil. 3.20, using 

the image of citizenship.  

Sojourners (Pilgrims/Wanderers): Thus, as Christians we shouldn’t be standing still, we should be on the way 

toward something, and that something is a Someone named Jesus. (our summer book lands on this when it 

compares “bounded set” and “centered set” Christianity, pg. 53). We can enjoy each phase of the trip for what 

it is, every step forward brings virgin territory to be discovered and explored, but we don’t expect to stay 

there long; we assume forward momentum, we know there is always a next chapter to be written in our 

spiritual travel log. When we explain Christianity and its core message, we gravitate toward static truths: you 

are forgiven, Jesus is your Savior, you will go to heaven. However true, these minimize the dynamic appeal of 

the spiritual life as a journey: as Helen Keller put it, “Life is either a daring adventure, or nothing.”   


